
 
This guide is for use by professional intermediaries only 

Rates valid 04 April 2017 – 11 April 2017 

 

Products 

What mortgage options are open to your clients?   

Please ensure you refer to the current lending LTVs as borrowing limits and restrictions may apply. 

Products may not always be available up to the maximum LTV displayed below. 

 

Equity Share – First Time Buyer      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

116613 1.54% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116614 1.64% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116615 1.64% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116616 1.84% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116649 1.94% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

£2m considered on an individual basis     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116650 2.04% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116651 2.04% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116652 2.24% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116625 2.29% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116626 2.49% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116661 2.49% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116627 2.59% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116662 2.69% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116663 2.79% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116628 2.84% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116664 3.04% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      

116637 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116638 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116639 1.59% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116640 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116673 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116674 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116675 1.99% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116676 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Equity Share – Homebuyer Existing     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

116621 1.44% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116622 1.54% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116623 1.54% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116624 1.74% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116657 1.84% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116658 1.94% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116659 1.94% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116660 2.14% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116633 2.19% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116634 2.39% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116669 2.39% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116635 2.49% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116670 2.59% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116671 2.69% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116636 2.74% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116672 2.94% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      



116645 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116646 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116647 1.49% (BBR+1.24%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116648 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116681 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116682 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      



Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116683 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116684 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Equity Share – Homebuyer New      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

116617 1.54% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116618 1.64% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116619 1.64% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116620 1.84% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116653 1.94% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116654 2.04% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116655 2.04% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116656 2.24% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116629 2.29% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116630 2.49% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116665 2.49% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116631 2.59% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116666 2.69% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116667 2.79% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116632 2.84% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116668 3.04% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      

116641 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116642 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116643 1.59% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116644 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116677 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116678 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116679 1.99% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116680 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

Family Deposit Mortgage      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

115543‡ 1.20% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115539† 1.20% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116158† 1.20% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116157‡ 1.20% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115544‡ 1.25% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115540† 1.25% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115545‡ 1.30% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115541‡ 1.30% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115546† 1.50% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115542‡ 1.50% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116185† 1.60% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116184‡ 1.60% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115861† 1.60% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115857† 1.60% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115862‡ 1.65% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115858† 1.65% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115863‡ 1.70% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115859† 1.70% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115864‡ 1.90% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115860† 1.90% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115622‡ 1.90% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      



       

115618† 1.90% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116164‡ 1.90% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116163† 1.90% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115623‡ 2.05% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115619† 2.05% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115624‡ 2.10% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115620† 2.10% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116192‡ 2.10% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116191† 2.10% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115944‡ 2.10% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115940† 2.10% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage Only      

       

115945‡ 2.25% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115941† 2.25% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115946‡ 2.30% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115942† 2.30% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115625‡ 2.35% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       



115621† 2.35% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115947‡ 2.55% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115943† 2.55% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      

115751‡ 1.15% (BBR+0.90) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115747† 1.15% (BBR+0.90) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116174‡ 1.15% (BBR+0.90) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116173† 1.15% (BBR+0.90) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115752‡ 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115748† 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115753‡ 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115749† 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      



Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115754‡ 1.45% (BBR+1.20) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

115750† 1.45% (BBR+1.25) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116203‡ 1.55% (BBR+1.30) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116202† 1.55% (BBR+1.30) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116077‡ 1.55% (BBR+1.30) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       



116073† 1.55% (BBR+1.30) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116078‡ 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116074† 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116079‡ 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116075† 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116080‡ 1.85% (BBR+1.60) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

116076† 1.85% (BBR+1.60) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only      

       

First Time Buyer      

       

(All Home Buyer New products are also available to First Time Buyers)  

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

116209 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116210 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116211 1.39% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116212 1.59% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116426 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116213 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116427 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116428 1.79% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116263 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116429 1.99% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116264 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116430 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116265 2.19% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116480 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116481 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116214 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116482 2.39% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116266 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116483 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116267 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116431 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116484 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116268 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116313 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116314 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116526 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116485 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116315 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116527 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       



116316 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116528 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116529 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116317 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116530 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116215 3.89% 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116318 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116531 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116432 4.29% 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116269 4.69% 5 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116486 4.89% 5 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      

116353 1.24% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116354 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116355 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116356 1.54% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116357 1.64% (BBR+1.44%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116566 1.64% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116567 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116568 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116400 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116569 1.94% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116570 2.04% (BBR+1.84%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116401 2.09% (BBR+1.84%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116402 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116358 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116571 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116359 3.79% (BBR+3.34%) 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116572 4.19% (BBR+3.74%) 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Home Buyer Existing      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

116231 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116685 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116232 1.24% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116233 1.29% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116234 1.49% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116444 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116690 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116235 1.64% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116445 1.64% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116446 1.69% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116686 1.89% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116285 1.89% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116447 1.89% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116286 2.04% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116448 2.04% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116287 2.09% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116498 2.09% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116691 2.09% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116499 2.24% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       



116236 2.29% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116500 2.29% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116288 2.34% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116501 2.54% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116289 2.59% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116449 2.69% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116502 2.79% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116290 2.89% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116325 2.89% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116687 2.89% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116326 2.99% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116538 2.99% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116692 2.99% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116503 3.09% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116327 3.09% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116539 3.09% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116328 3.19% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116540 3.19% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116541 3.29% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      



Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116329 3.54% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116542 3.64% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116237 3.79% 2 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116330 3.79% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116543 3.89% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116450 4.19% 2 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116291 4.59% 5 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116504 4.79% 5 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      

116375 1.14% (BBR+0.89%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116688 1.14% (BBR+0.89%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116376 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116377 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      



Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116378 1.44% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116379 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116588 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116693 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116589 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116590 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116406 1.79% (BBR+1.54%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116689 1.79% (BBR+1.54%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Available for purchase only      

       

116591 1.84% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116592 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116407 1.99% (BBR+1.74%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116408 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116380 2.19% (BBR+1.94%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116593 2.59% (BBR+2.34%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116381 3.69% (BBR+3.44%) 2 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116594 4.09% (BBR+3.84%) 2 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Home Buyer New      



       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

116220 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116221 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116222 1.39% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116223 1.59% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116433 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116224 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116434 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116435 1.79% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116274 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116436 1.99% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116275 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116437 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116276 2.19% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116487 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116488 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116225 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116489 2.39% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116277 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116490 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116278 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116438 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116491 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116279 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116319 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116320 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116532 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116492 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116321 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116533 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116534 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116322 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116535 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116323 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116536 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116226 3.89% 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116324 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116537 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116439 4.29% 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116280 4.69% 5 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116493 4.89% 5 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      

116364 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116365 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116366 1.34% (BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116367 1.54% (BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116368 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116577 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116578 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116579 1.74% (BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116403 1.89% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116580 1.94% (BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116581 2.04% (BBR+1.84%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116404 2.09% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116405 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116369 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116582 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116370 3.79% (BBR+3.34%) 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



       

116583 4.19% (BBR+3.74%) 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

Remortgage      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* 
Max 
loan Options 

Fixed       

115527† 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115533‡ 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116155† 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

       

116156 1.29% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115528† 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115534‡ 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115529† 1.39% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115535‡ 1.39% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115530† 1.59% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115536‡ 1.59% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115845† 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



£250 Cashback      

       

115851‡ 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116182† 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

116183‡ 1.69% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

115531† 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115537‡ 1.74% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115846† 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115852‡ 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115847† 1.79% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115853‡ 1.79% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115606† 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115612‡ 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115848† 1.99% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115854‡ 1.99% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116161† 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

116162‡ 1.99% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

115607† 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115613‡ 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115849† 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115855‡ 2.14% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115608† 2.19% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115614‡ 2.19% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115928† 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115934‡ 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116189† 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

116190‡ 2.19% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

115929† 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



£250 Cashback      

       

115935‡ 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115532† 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115538‡ 2.39% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

115930† 2.39% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115936‡ 2.39% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115609† 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       



115615‡ 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115931† 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115937‡ 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115610† 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115616‡ 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115850† 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115856‡ 2.79% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

115932† 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115938‡ 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115611† 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115617‡ 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

115667† 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115673‡ 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116167† 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

116168‡ 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

115668† 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115674‡ 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115989† 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115995‡ 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116195† 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

116196‡ 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

115933† 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115939‡ 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

115669† 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115675‡ 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115990† 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    



£250 Cashback      

       

115996‡ 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115670† 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115676‡ 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115991† 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115997‡ 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115992† 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       



115998‡ 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115671† 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115677‡ 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115993† 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115999‡ 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115672† 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

115678‡ 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

115994† 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

       

116000‡ 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)      

115735† 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115741‡ 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116171† 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

       

116172‡ 1.24% (BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115736† 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115737† 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115742‡ 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115743‡ 1.34% (BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115738† 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      



Switch and Fix option available      

       

115744‡ 1.54% (BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115739† 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115745‡ 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116061† 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116067‡ 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116200† 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

       

116201‡ 1.64% (BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116062† 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116063† 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116068‡ 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116069‡ 1.74% (BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       



115776† 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115779‡ 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116178‡ 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

116177† 1.89% (BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only      

£250 cashback      

       

116064† 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116070‡ 1.94% (BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      



       

116065† 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116071‡ 2.04% (BBR+1.79%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115777† 2.09% (BBR+1.84%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115780‡ 2.09% (BBR+1.84%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115778† 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115781‡ 2.14% (BBR+1.89%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

115740† 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

115746‡ 2.29% (BBR+2.04%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

116066† 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide    

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available      

       

116072‡ 2.69% (BBR+2.44%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide  

 

Fixed and tracker rates are limited offers and can be withdrawn at any time. The actual rate available will 

depend upon your client's circumstances. 

*Maximum LTV. Please ensure you refer to the current lending LTVs as borrowing limits and restrictions 

may apply. Products may not always be available up to the maximum LTV displayed above. Maximum loan 
size refers to the aggregate of all loans. Subject to criteria.  

^Cashback will be paid per account and is payable to customers within one month of completion of the 

mortgage. This cashback will be in addition to any Flexclusive mortgage cashback rewards and only applies 
to customers whose product was reserved on or after 27 July 2016. 

No standard valuation fees on all purchase and remortgage products. 

†Remortgage products that include the cost of a standard valuation and £250 cashback. 

‡Remortgage products that include the cost of a standard valuation and the cost of standard legal fees 

(using a Nationwide Conveyancer). Please visit our Legal Costs section for full details of what legal fees 
Nationwide will and won’t cover. 

http://cstsitedpls01:8098/lendingcriteria/ltvs
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/remortgages
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/remortgages
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/fees_and_charges/legal_costs


At the end of the deal period all fixed and tracker rate mortgages will revert back to our SVR, the fully 

flexible Standard Mortgage Rate (SMR) mortgage - currently 3.74% (variable). The SMR has no upper limit 
or cap. 

For further details on product features and benefits, please use the links below: 

 Mortgage features 

 Product reservation and booking fees 

 Tracker Floor 

 

http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/mortgage_features
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/fees_and_charges/reservation
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/mortgage_features/tracker_rate_flexibility

